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SC Asphalt Pavement Association Presents Pavement Awards
The South Carolina Asphalt Pavement Association recently presented its 2021 SCAPA Quality Pavement
Awards at the 2022 SCAPA Winter Conference, held on February 9 -10, 2022 at the Columbia Metropolitan
Convention Center in Columbia, SC.
Three projects were chosen to receive a 2021 Quality Pavement Award. The first quality pavement award
went to Banks Construction and ADC Engineering for work performed on the Airfield Parking Ramp – Phase 1, at
Joint Base Charleston, North Charleston, SC. The Repair Airfield Parking Ramp Phase 1 project consisted of milling
and paving fifteen C-17 Globemaster parking ramps. The purpose of the project was to replace the deteriorating
existing asphalt and improve drainage and the project was constructed in two phases to allow for continued use
of the area. The work zone was adjacent to a live taxiway which created many challenges. Intensive cleanup efforts
were required to ensure that the work site was free of any foreign object debris (FOD) that could potentially cause
damage to the airplane engines. Banks Construction deserves special recognition for this project and is deserving
of a 2021 SCAPA Quality Paving Award!
The second quality pavement award went to Sloan Construction Company and SCDOT District 4 (York
Construction) for their work on York County reconstruction/Preservation: File 4654260. This project was a
rehabilitation / reconstruction that included five roads throughout York County. Drainage was improved by
installing catch basins and reinforced concrete pipe where needed. Curb and gutter were installed, and concrete
driveways were constructed at each driveway. The quality control test results were very consistent and within
tolerance throughout the project and the overall project appearance was impressive. Congratulations to Sloan
Construction Company on this 2021 SCAPA Quality Paving Award!
The final quality pavement award went to Rogers Group Inc. and SCDOT District 3 (Spartanburg A
Construction) for work on Highway 176 as part of SC 4255230 Pavement Improvement Program. The section of
US Highway 176 that was rehabilitated is a four-lane primary route that included over 18,800 linear feet of
repaving at a width of 28 foot wide, in each the eastbound and westbound lanes, totaling 56 feet of width. In

addition, paved cross overs, turn lanes, accel lanes, and shoulders were resurfaced. At the conclusion of all paving
operations, the final riding surface was evaluated and tested by the SCDOT for ride and smoothness. This project
is worthy of recognition regarding Safety, Quality, Execution and Partnering with the SCDOT. The quality control
test results of all the mixes utilized, and overall appearance of this project, are worthy of a 2021 SCAPA Quality
Paving Award.
About South Carolina Asphalt Pavement Association - SCAPA is a non-profit trade association dedicated to the
promotion of asphalt pavement. Its membership is comprised of asphalt producers and companies affiliated with
the asphalt industry in South Carolina.
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